
An alumni review – Chanel Poole 
 

 

From July 2015 to March 2019 Chanel Poole was a student on the Kent Academies Network. A student at Knole 
Academy Chanel flourished under KAN’s guidance and was an excellent student.  

When Chanel and I first heard about KAN we were instantly excited as students who genuinely loved school, we 
found a place to challenge ourselves as well as encourage our ambitions of university. Throughout the entire process 
of application Chanel never once dallied in her excitement, I remember coming out of my interview to her waiting to 
go after me, her smile was infectious. Needless to say, we both got on the programme and after we left  Mrs Boyles 
office we jumped up and down screaming in delight.  

Chanel never missed a KAN event save for one day of a residential so she could attend DofE, she talked about the 
events constantly and enthusiastically picked subjects to revise or learn about. I shared a room with her on many 
occasions and I can tell you she loved the brilliant club, I think it was there she developed her passion for 
neuroscience, Chanel would sit and do the homework for the brilliant club with such enthusiasm you would never 
know it was work. It was infectious.  

It wasn’t just the academics, Chanel gave her all in every subject KAN offered, despite not being as talented at art 
she still worked her hardest to produce pieces to bring home to her mum as well as participating with joy in drama 
and debate classes. There are many photos of Chanel enjoying KAN, I believe that her smile in each of them speaks 
millions to the fulfilment she found in the programme. 

Chanel deeply loved KAN and if she were here today, I fully believe she would have delighted in being a mentor and 
to spread her love for this programme. KAN will always hold a special place in my heart because I got to share it with 
her. Whilst it would have been a fabulous opportunity to do it on my own, the fact that I could do it with my best 
friend made the experience greater and the memories even more fun. Some of my favourite memories of Chanel 
were on the residentials. To have someone who understood how important the programme was to me because it 
was just as important to her is something I will always cherish.  

 

Written by Hannah, KAN alumni and mentor 

 


